Abstract-Out of practical concerns and with the expectation to achieve high overall efficiency of the resource utilization, this paper transforms the large scale black-box optimization problems with limited resources into online decision problems from the perspective of dynamic multiarmed bandits, a simplified view of Markov decision processes. The proposed Online Decisioning Meta-heuristic framework (ODM) is particularly well suited for real-world applications, with flexible compatibility for various kinds of costs, interfaces for easy heuristic articulation as well as fewer hyper-parameters for less variance in performance. Experimental results on benchmark functions suggest that ODM has demonstrated significant capabilities for online decisioning. Furthermore, when ODM is articulated with three heuristics, competitive performance can be achieved on benchmark problems with search dimensions up to 10000.
provide a sufficiently good solution to an optimization problem.
One of the most featured meta-heuristics is the Multiple Offspring Sampling (MOS) algorithm [9] . MOS is a parametric framework designed for the dynamic allocation of the limited resources provided for optimization. MOS provides a framework in which the users can focus on embedding more powerful heuristics to enhance the performance. When MOS is articulated with powerful heuristics and used with appropriate hyper-parameters, state-of-the-art performance is achieved.
From the perspective of dynamic multi-armed bandits problems, a simplified version of Markov Decision Processes (MDP), this paper proposes a Online Decisioning Meta-heuristic framework (ODM), to address several concerns of the current meta-heuristics and can be highlighted for its potentials to be used in practice.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will first conduct critical reviews of the existing meta-heuristics and then give clear bottomdown motivations of this work. In section III, we will present the details of the proposed framework ODM. In section IV, theoretical analyses ODM and guidelines for its use in practice will be presented. In section V, we will provide empirical test results that suffice to validate the effectiveness and the potentials of the framework. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS & MOTIVATION
Empirical evidence suggests that the effectiveness of heuristics changes when applied on the problems with different characteristics. The no-free-lunch theorem tells us that there can be no universal problem solver, and thus making use of the merits of different heuristics seems a promising solution.
A. Related Works
Under the setting of limited resources, optimization problems under meta-heuristic frameworks are turned into how to implement clever resource allocation methods s.t. we may find a objective values as small as possible.
1) Allocation of Resources:
The problem of metaheuristics is the art of efficient resource allocation. In literature, there are diverse ideas about the allocation of resources.
One of the allocation ideas is that we do not consider allocation at all, i.e. just fix the resources for each heuristic and carry them out alternately. These kind of algorithms, such as [10] , are often particularly designed for some class of problems and have limited generalization abilities. There are also meta-heuristics implicitly using this idea [4] . For instance, knowing that one of the three articulated heuristic, LS1, behaves particularly well on the LSO08 benchmark problems, Multiple Trajectory Search (MTS) [11] always uses LS1 at the end of each iteration. The fix of resources can be interpreted as introducing prior knowledge in meta-heuristic design and this harms the generalization abilities when being applied on real-world scenarios.
Another idea is to dynamically adjust the resources distributed to each heuristic for each iteration. For example, MOS [9] runs each of its articulated heuristics within each iteration and dynamically adjusts the resources for each heuristic according to their performance. The adjustment of the resources, or more accurately the change of the configuration for the articulated heuristics, is problematic for the fact that heuristics often require sufficient iterations to show their full capacities for the current state of optimization [12] . If we want to use this kind of allocation, we can only use the heuristics that are insensitive to the amount of provided resources. This leads to the loss of many potentially good heuristic articulation choices.
There are ideas that assign probabilities to each heuristic and treats the articulated heuristics as actions instead of changing their configurations. In [13] , the authors proposed a greedy resource allocation method, which simply switches from the two articulated heuristics when one of them has poor performance. Yet, the greedy exploitation of heuristic performance without in-time exploration is not capable for excavating collaborative synergy and may lead to premature convergence. In [14] , the algorithm adjusts the probabilities of selecting the articulated local search heuristics. The key idea in this stochastic setting is to leverage exploration and exploitation via the probability adjustments, which are often unsatisfactorily addressed in a unsystematic way.
2) Use of Feedback: The problem of the modeling and the utilization of the feedback is another key issue, since the feedbacks serve as guidance for the operations of resource distribution. Proper modeling and utilization of the feedbacks contribute to the goal of minimizing the objective function as much as possible with the limited resources.
The modeling of feedback is the problem of which information should we should make use of. There are some algorithms that model the quality of the offsprings as feedbacks from the optimization process and make use of them. The representative meta-heuristic of this kind, MOS, employs notions of the quality of the offsprings and participation ratios to dynamically allocate the resources to each articulated heuristics. The quality of offsprings share implicit connection to maximizing the effectiveness of resource utilization. Another widelyused modeling of the feedback is the relative improvement, employed in the adaptive grouping method decision in [15] . However, this modeling of feedback lacks translation invariance property and can only be used when the global minimum value of the problem is known priori.
3) Framework Interface and Simplicity: The interfaces of the meta-heuristic frameworks are crucial factors of their applicability to real-world scenarios. To our recognition, there are mainly two aspects of the practical concerns for the interfaces.
The first problem is the friendliness of the interfaces, for the different types of costs and for the heuristic articulation. The flexibility of interface for costs or resources are well-pursued in Bayesian optimization methods [1] , [16] . Using different kinds of acquisition functions, the Bayesian optimization framework is able to minimize the objective with respect to different types of resources. For example, number of function evaluations (often used in benchmark problems), time (often used when tuning hyper-parameters of machine learning models) or money (often used in tuning expensive real-world systems), etc..
The friendliness of interface for heuristic articulation is also another practical concern. To be applied on specific real-world problems, meta-heuristic frameworks should be able to be easily articulated with different kinds of heuristics specifically designed for different domain. The need for easy articulation requires us to put minimal constraints on the heuristics. This further explains why we should recognize changing the configurations of the heuristics as a drawback, for it incurs additional constraints which require the heuristics to be insensitive to the change of resources.
The third problem is the variance of the meta-heuristic framework. MOS obtains competitive performance via careful tuning of several hyper-parameters. In practical applications where the costs must be taken seriously, tuning the hyper-parameters of the meta-heuristic framework is too costly to be considered. Thus the more hyperparameters, the higher performance variance. We should lower the variance of performance of the framework and decrease the parameter sensitivity as much as possible, aiming to make the meta-heuristics quasi-hyperparameter free.
B. Motivation 1) Ultimate Goal is Efficiency:
Using meta-heuristics or not, the ultimate pursuit of optimization should be "efficiency", in a sense that with limited computational resources, we should improve the global best fitness by the most. In a meta-heuristic setting, calling heuristics at a particular stage of the optimization process results in local improvements of the global best fitness and local costs of some given resources. Acknowledging this, a meta-heuristic should well capture the local efficiency for each call of the heuristics and try to maximize the cumulative local efficiency throughout the entire optimization process.
2) Dynamic Multi-Armed Bandit: Based on both the empirical evidence and theoretical analyses, decreasing the resources allocated to a certain heuristic is likely to decrease the effectiveness of the corresponding approach [12] , [17] . If one certain heuristic is penalized in terms of resources for behaving badly for once, it is likely to suffer long term damages. Since do not want to undermine the abilities of articulated heuristics in the optimization process, we naturally turn to the idea of taking the strategies as immutable actions. More specifically, we should fix the built-in heuristics with presumably their best configurations to fully exploit their abilities and use the feedbacks of the optimization process to make online decisions on which action to take.
The notion of "efficiency" is a natural solution for different costs of taking different actions, since it considers improvement and cost simultaneously. With these considerations, the meta-heuristic problem is transformed into online decisioning problems with the aim of maximizing the cumulative efficiency of taking actions. We can fit the online decision problem under the systematic framework of Markov Decision Processes (MDP), under which the goal is to maximize the expected cumulative reward. Unfortunately, the MDP of black-box optimization is very unlikely to be solved using classical approaches for solving MDP, e.g. dynamic programming, since we cannot obtain the Markov kernels for black-box objectives and behaviors of heuristics.
However, if we reasonably assume that within the consecutive states of the MDP, the reward distribution of taking a certain action changes slowly, i.e. the state of the Markov process changes slowly, we can simplify the MDP problem into the a dynamic multi-armed bandits problem, where the reward distribution of each arm changes gradually through time. The recognition of meta-heuristics as dynamic multi-armed bandits can be traced back to [18] . In the dynamic multi-armed bandits setting, we must find an effective change point, s.t. the rewards after the change point can be used to well-approximate the rewards for the recent future. The online decisioning framework with the perspective of dynamic multi-armed bandits is presented in Fig. 1 .
There are several successful algorithms for classical stochastic multi-armed bandits, e.g. softmax, ǫ-greedy, UCB, etc. [19] . These algorithms aim to achieve the highest cumulative reward via the trade-off between exploration and exploitation for the actions. For optimization, the type of reward distribution (the distribution of local efficiency for taking each action) is agnostic, thus a nonparametric algorithm should be used. In this paper, we choose the softmax algorithm for its simplicity (only one hyper-parameter), stochasticity (non-deterministic), as well as the competitive performance (softmax performs the very competitively in multi-armed bandits problems within the non-parametric algorithms) [19] . 3) Behavioral Consistency: Using heuristics on different types of problems results in feedbacks of magnitude unnecessarily the same. Also, in black-box optimization problems, it is observed that the effectiveness of heuristics generally decrease as they proceed. These phenomena indicate that the magnitude of rewards for the online decisions can be inconsistent, potentially resulting in inconsistent behavior for softmax online decisions. For example, when the rewards are very small, softmax acts almost randomly. When the rewards are huge, softmax acts greedily. Normally for multi-armed bandits, the hyper-parameter τ of softmax, which represents the degree of greediness, will be pre-tuned. For optimization, we cannot tune the parameters for each algorithm in advance. Thus, we would want a reliable decisioning mechanism that behaves consistently for exploration and exploitation regardless of the magnitudes of the rewards. To deal with this, we introduce normalization techniques into the decisioning s.t. no matter the magnitude of rewards, we can achieve similar behavior.
C. Expectations of Design
After going through the motivations step-by-step, the idea for our meta-heuristic framework can be summarized as: devising a stochastic online decisioning process which makes decisions based on the local efficiency of the calls of heuristics with consistent behavior, expecting to maximize the overall efficiency of resource utilization.
III. ONLINE DECISIONING META-HEURISTIC
This section gives details of the controller, an essential object that is responsible for the online decisioning of the proposed meta-heuristic framework.
A. Efficiency & Formalization
We should first define local efficiency which represents the ratio of the local improvement on the objective function and the consumed resources (local cost) for calling a heuristic in a particular stage. Once the local improvement is defined, local efficiency can be easily derived as the ratio of local improvement and local cost.
In general scenarios, in contrary to solving benchmark problems, the ground truth global minima are unknown. This is to say, a consistent definition of local improvement should be independent of the global optimum. A consistent definition of local improvement should be translation invariant, which means that the local improvement should not change if the search landscape is shifted up or down. Mathematically, let I( f 1 , f 2 , a) be a translation invariant definition of local improvement when the global best fitness is improved from f 1 to f 2 by taking action a, and we have
Among all possible definitions of I( 
where f 1 and f 2 are the best known objective values before and after taking the action a and t 1 and t 2 are the number of remaining resources before and after taking the action. Since normalization will be used, t 1 and t 2 can also be in described in various units, e.g. ratios of remaining resources, absolute number of remaining resources, etc.. Using the defined efficiency, the goal is formalized as
with constraints
where T is the amount of resources provided for the whole optimization process. A stream of five-element tuples (called the "records") is used to record the states and the actions. A record tuple r looks like
The tuple denotes when action a is taken during t start and t end , the best known objective value improved from f start best to f end best . With each record, the information of improvement and cost can be easily calculated.
Online decisioning based on local efficiency can be particularly useful in practice for its flexibility. For example, in the problems with limited number of evaluations using the black-box, the efficiency is defined as the ratio of absolute improvement and the number of evaluations consumed. In the practical scenarios, based on diverse types of resources, including financial cost, time cost or other forms of costs, we can use different definitions of efficiency to tackle the problems.
B. Change Point, Normalization & Sliding Window
The multi-armed bandit perspective treats the local efficiency records as the rewards for taking actions and the core problem is how we should deal with the everchanging reward distributions. We must find an effective change point (a certain value of t), s.t. the rewards after the change point can be used to well-approximate the rewards for the recent future. The change point between the "ancient" rewards and the "recent" rewards directly influences the quality of decisions.
Now let we first suppose we already have a good change point, how can we make use of the information of the rewards with generally decreasing efficiency records? An effective approach to offset the decreasing trend is necessary for consistent decisioning behavior. We should not try to offset the decreasing trend for each action separately since it makes the performance of the trends incomparable and undermines the effectiveness of decisioning. A reasonable solution is to use normalization for all the efficiency records after the change point. This operation can be justified by three points. First, the normalization negates the influence of diverse magnitudes of improvements for each problem. Second, we will show that normalization bounds the probabilities of exploration and exploitation s.t. behavioral consistency can be achieved. Last, normalization gives us flexibility of using absolute improvement as the numerator and resource consumption in any unit as the denominator of the defined efficiency. In this way, we offset the influence of the decrease trends and makes the efficiency records comparable for online decisioning.
Let us go back to the determination of an effective change point. Typically, in statistical analyses, change point detection techniques are used and they seem to be a good choice. However, there are two considerations that drove us away from these ideas: First, the change point detection methods often require modest number of points to alarm. We cannot assume or guarantee that the reward distribution of taking each action changes slowly enough thus the effectiveness of change point detection techniques is likely to be unsatisfactory; Second, the assumption for the distribution and hyper-parameters in these methods make the online decisioning sensitive and cause higher variances. For a robust controller, sensitive hyper-parameters are intolerable.
In this paper, we use the one of the simplest change point detection methods to tackle the problem: fixing the distance between the current location and the dividing line, i.e. use a sliding window with constant length w. Though this method is indeed oversimplifying the problem, it brings convenience to analyze the behavior both theoretically and empirically.
C. Non-Stop Exploration and Soft Decisioning
We can never say that if a heuristic has behaved badly historically, it will not behave well now. Thus the exploration of the rewards for each action must be guaranteed. Also, softmax decision requires at least one reward record for each action. These two concerns can be fixed with a simple rule: if no record of an action is found, the controller will choose such action directly. This rule ensures the non-stop exploration across the whole optimization process no matter how bad the hyper-parameters are chosen.
The key operation of the controller is here: we take the mean of the normalized rewards (efficiency records) for each action within the sliding window and apply softmax operation on these mean normalized records to obtain the probability distribution of selecting each action. Then, we uniformly generate random choice based on these actions. The overall decisioning behavior is formulated as pseudocode, presented in Algorithm 1.
D. Example
In Fig. 2 , an example of a online-decisioning with sliding window length w = 5 and three articulated actions is given. Since no records of a 1 , a 2 and a 3 can be found, the first three decisions are just a 1 , a 2 and a 3 . From decision 4 to decision 8, we linearly normalize the rewards to the interval [0, 1] and conduct the softmax decisions. For decision 9, no rewards of a 3 is found so a 3 is taken.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSES

A. Computational Complexity
For time complexity, the mean and softmax operations costs at the level O(w|A|), which is trivial compared to the heuristics. For space complexity, we toss away the historical records outside the sliding window since they will not ne used again, resulting in space complexity at most O(w), which is also trivial. The low space and time complexities are desirable.
B. Probability Bounds for Behavior
The controller has only two hyper-parameters, w (length of the sliding window) and τ (temperature coefficient for softmax). With them, we can give the bounds for behaviors of the controller which will serve as a guideline of hyper-parameter tuning. Suppose that there are |A| actions and denote the length of the sliding window w. The controller ensures that in the fragment of length w, there shall be at least one record of each action. Thus, without the consideration of softmax decisions, the maximum probability of greedy exploitation is 1 − (|A| − 1)/w and the exploration probability at least (|A| − 1)/w, with the probability of choosing each action at least 1/w. Proof. After the normalization of the controller, the highest reward within the sliding window is 1 and the lowest is 0. We first stretch the reward stream fragment corresponding to the sliding window into a |A| × w rectangle by putting the rewards of each action on the corresponding row, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Making softmax decisions within the fragment does not care about the orders of rewards, thus an equivalence class of stretched fragments can be obtained by permutations on the fragment before stretching. Suppose that a 1 is the best performing action, we can show the upper bound can be obtained within the class equivalent to where "< 1" represents normalized rewards that are infinitely close to 1 but still less than 1 and thus the lower bound cannot be reached.
The probability bounds for exploration can be derived directly by subtracting the exploitation bounds.
The proposition gives us a measurement of behavior of the proposed framework. We can use the bounds inversely to do efficient hyper-parameter search.
C. Theoretically Derived Guidelines for Practical Use
To apply ODM on a practical problem, one should first consider the articulation of specialized heuristics for the corresponding domain. Then, proper hyper-parameters should be set. In ODM, the search for effective choices of the only two hyper-parameters, τ and w can be assisted with the bound above. If we know how many heuristics are to be articulated and have a preferred interval for the probability of exploration or exploitation, we can inversely locate the potential combinations of the hyper-parameters and therefore decrease the risk of using bad hyper-parameters. For example, if there are totally 3 heuristics to be articulated, |A| = 3, we can first constrain w by w ≥ 4 and simplify the exploitation bound as
Given a preferred exploitation probability interval, say (p min , p max ), we can easily solve τ using p max since only τ is involved in the upper-bound. Then, we use the solved τ and p min to get w. For example, suppose we want the exploitation probability for softmax decisions to be within (0.55, 0.99), we can first solve τ using p max = 0.99 and get the closest integer solution τ = 5.
Using τ = 5 and p min = 0.55, we can find the closest integer solution of w as w = 5. When we obtained a theoretically derived combination of τ, w = 5, 5 , we can see from the bound that the two combinations that behaves the most similar are 6, 6 and 7, 7 . Our suggestion is that, if condition permits, to conduct hyperparameter tunings within the three combinations and see which performs the best on the problems. If we do not have the resources to do hyper-parameter tuning, we may just use the combination with the smallest w, since smaller w leads to quicker adaptivity.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
A. Experimental Settings 1) Framework Setting:
To validate the effectiveness of the controller, we articulate it with three heuristic approaches, including LS1 (LS), cooperative coevolution with random grouping (CC) and global search (GS). This is by no means the best possible combination. The reasons why we choose these heuristics are mainly three. First, from the empirical evidence, we know that the three choices, being powerful optimization heuristics, show effectiveness on different kinds of problems respectively. Combining them is potentially beneficial to deal with the complexities of the LSO problems; Second, these heuristics are used in literature, so that we can borrow the knowledge of fine-tuning these heuristics to their satisfactory configurations. This is the same routine we have suggested in the guidelines; Finally, these heuristics have relatively wide intersections with the state-of-theart algorithms, which makes the comparison reasonable. The details of the heuristics are presented in Table I .
Based on empirical knowledge, we want to set the probability of exploitation approximately in the interval (0.55, 0.99). Using the bounds, we can obtain that the top three integer solutions of τ, w are 5, 5 , 6, 6 and 7, 7 . In the experiments, we will first conduct sensitivity analyses on the three combinations of hyperparameters to locate a best setting.
2) Compared Algorithm:
In the later part of this section, the performance of the optimization process will be compared with several state-of-the-art algorithms, including CC-CMA-ES [15] , DECC-D [25] , DECC-DG2 [26] , MTS [11] and CSO [23] . MTS updates each of the foreground individuals with the most rewarded local search method with best sampled performance [11] . CSO utilizes pairwise competition strategy to let losers learn from the winners [23] . DECC-DG2 is a faster and more accurate version of DECC-DG [27] , where the accurate decomposition of the sub-components is firstly calculated via the perturbation on the objective function before the subcomponents are cooperatively coevolved [26] . DECC-D is designed for non-separable LSO problems, where the cooperative coevolution is conducted on the subcomponents generated by frequently using the Delta grouping scheme [25] .
3) Problem Settings:
There are two sets of benchmark problems used in this section.
The CEC'2013 LSO (LSO13) benchmark suite represents a wider range of real-world large-scale optimization problems. With ill-conditioned complicated subcomponents and irregularities [28] , the LSO13 suite will serve nicely to test the overall capabilities of ODM. For the test cases in LSO13 suite, the resource for optimization is concretized as the total number of objective function evaluation maxFEs = 3 × 10 6 and the problem dimensions are roughly 1000.
The CEC'2008 Large Scale Optimization (LSO08) benchmark problems are naturally scalable to higher dimensions, which will serve as the test problems for our stability analyses on the impact of problem dimensionality on the controller behavior. For the test cases derived from the LSO08 benchmark suite, maxFEs = 5 × 10 3 D, where D is the dimensionality of the search space.
Additionally, the default machine epsilon for IEEE-754 double precision, i.e. ǫ = 2 −52 ≈ 2.22 × 10 −16 , is adopted for all the results. That is to say, any values less or equal to ǫ will be regarded as 0.
4) Data Source:
Results of all the compared algorithms are gathered from the implementations according to the corresponding papers on the single objective optimization experiment platform SOOPLAT 1 . Their parameter settings are identical to the settings used in the papers.
5) Statistical Test Settings:
To statistically show the general performance rankings of algorithms when doing a comprehensive analyses, in this section, Friedman tests will be conducted with significance level α = 0.05 on the mean gathered from many independent runs of every test cases and every algorithms. If Friedman tests tell p < α, we can conclude that the performance rankings given by Friedman tests are statistically meaningful.
To show one-on-one performance differences of algorithms on the test cases, paired t-tests will also be conducted with significance level of α = 0.05. Paired ttests tell us whether we have the confidence to say one algorithm performs better than another on a certain test case. In this section, we will give collective t-test results in the format of a "< / ≈ / >" string. < represents the number of test cases in which we are highly-confident that the first algorithm gives smaller results than the second one. > represents the opposite of <. ≈ represents the number of test cases in which we have no confidence of telling the difference between the results.
B. Hyper-Parameter Sensitivity
Using the probability bound and a desired interval of the probability of exploitation as the guideline for hyper-parameter tuning, the search space of the hyper-parameters collapsed into distinct points. We run ODM 20 times using these configurations on the 15 LSO13 benchmark problems to obtain the best hyperparameters for the test. The corresponding results are presented in Table II .
From the perspective of the t-test results, the hyperparameter pairs 5, 5 and 6, 6 performed similarly well. The hyper-parameter pair 7, 7 behaves relatively badly, we think it is because the length of the sliding window is too large to capture the changes of reward distributions in time. In the following parts, we will stick to the 5, 5 setting.
C. ODM Validation
In this section, we will validate the effectiveness of the proposed ODM via the comparison with several baseline algorithms, illustrated in details in Table III .
1) Performance and Decision Quality Analysis:
We run ODM and the baselines on the 15 test cases 20 times and gather the results in Table IV , together with the decision sequence similarity scores with respect to the sequences used in the BEK baseline. The sequence similarity scores are computed as mean values of the local alignment scores via the Smith-Waterman method [29] . The higher the similarity scores, the more similar the decision sequences are to the best known sequence. The 1 https://github.com/PwnerHarry/SOOPLAT, with the source code of all reproduced algorithms except MOS. We cannot satisfactorily reproduce the algorithm with consistent performance as in the literature. For MOS, we used the results directly copied from the literature. [20] as optimizer, resembling the DECC family [21] .
A robust and classical configuration: The mean of NP is set to be 15, group size is 50 and 250 generations is assigned for each group. GS 25 × D Global Search that applies SHADE [22] on all dimensions of the problem, resembling direct optimization strategies, e.g. CSO [23] .
The same configuration as SHADE-ILS [24] : NP is set to be 50, iterate for D/2 generations. random Purely random choices for action decisions. A baseline for comparative study on the decision behaviors.
BEK
The BEst Known average performance achieved by using from LS, CC and GS. The best known decision sequences come from extensive stochastic runs using the three heuristics. For each problem, we use the unique best known sequence to run independently. The performance obtained using the "BEK" baseline indicates the full potential of the articulated framework and serves as the approximate lower bound of the error obtained by ODM. The quality of the decision sequences can be captured via the similarity to the BEK sequences.
performance and the similarity are converted to two radar charts for easy visualization, shown in Fig. 4 . By analyzing the results in the table and the radar charts, we obtain the following observations: 1) In terms of the objective function values, ODM achieves significantly better performance than the 4 baselines (RAN, LS, CC and GS), according to t-test results as well as the Friedman test results. This is a strong evidence for the effectiveness of the online decisions. On f 1 , f 4 , f 6 , f 8 and f 13 , ODM achieves roughly equivalent performance to the best performing heuristics. This is interesting since the nonstop exploration of the controller should have increased the overhead for identifying the global best The second radar chart directly uses the similarity scores in Table IV. action instead of minimizing it. The phenomenon indicates that non-stop exploration is beneficial, even if it potentially causes overhead and thus justifies the principles used in the controller design. On f 3 , f 7 , f 10 and f 15 , ODM achieves collaborative synergy, performance that is significantly better than using any one of the heuristics. On f 1 , f 4 , f 6 and f 10 , ODM achieves statistically equivalent performance to the BEK baseline, which is the best performance that ODM can possibly achieve. 2) In terms of decision similarity to the best known sequence, we can see that ODM is significantly more similar in distribution, than the RAN baseline and all the single heuristics. This means that ODM is able to excavate effective sequences of actions to deal with optimization.
To intuitively show the effectiveness of online decisions, in Fig. 5 , we present three sets of real-time error bands of test cases where collaborative synergy is achieved. For f 7 , though ODM achieves faster convergence than BEK baseline in the early stages, BEK achieves globally better performance. This means we can still enhance ODM by designing more effective rules for the balance between exploration and exploitation.
2) Stability Analysis:
A stable meta-heuristic framework must be able to effectively deal with LSO problems with different dimensionality. The "curse of dimensionality" reminds us that the effectiveness of the articulated heuristics inevitably deteriorate with the increase of the We cannot compute similarity scores for f 1 since the best decision sequence is not unique.
For each test case, the greener the indicators, the better the performance.
The Friedman tests are conducted within ODM, RAN, LS, CC and GS. For the Friedman tests on the errors, p = 7.38 × 10 −6 . The smaller the F-ranks, the better the performance. For the Friedman tests on the similarity scores, p = 2.50 × 10 −3 . The larger the F-ranks, the more similar the decision sequences are to the best known ones.
The t-tests are conducted in pairwise manner on ODM and RAN, ODM and LS, ODM and CC and ODM and GS. dimensionality of the problems. Thus if the controller can lead to competitive performance within problems regardless the widely-ranging problem dimensions, we should be able to suggest that the controller is with satisfactory stability and robustness. For this consideration, in this part, comparative trials on the LSO08 benchmark problems f 1 to f 6 are conducted. We run 20 independent runs for all 24 test cases corresponding to six problems with D ∈ {1000, 2500, 5000, 10000}. Note that for LSO08 tests, the maxFEs scales linearly with problem dimension, which is also true for our settings of the heuristics. This means that the length of the decision sequence on different dimensions are roughly the same and thus comparable. In Table V , the mean and std performances of ODM obtained over 20 independent runs on each test case is given. In Table VI , the similarity score matrices of the decision sequences are presented. 0.00e0 0.00e0 0.00e0 0.00e0 0.00e0 0.00e0 0.00e0 0.00e0 f 5 3.67e-15 1.80e-16 1.83e-14 1.55e-15 4.06e-14 1.58e-15 9.57e-14 1.17e-14 f 6 1.04e-12 5.37e-14 5.50e-13 2.01e-14 1.15e-12 3.64e-14 2.70e-12 1.62e-13 f 7 is excluded since we do not know its ground truth minimum.
From the similarity matrices, it can be observed that generally the larger difference in problem dimensionality, the less similar the sequences are. Though the similarity scores seem relatively small, the performance 
Each entry is the mean similarity score of decision sequences for a problem explained by the row dimensionality indicator and the column dimensionality indicator. For example, the bottom left 71.98% is the mean value of similarity scores of the 20 sequences under D = 1000 to the 20 sequences under D = 10000. Color indicators have been added for each problem. The greener the cell is shaded, the more similar the corresponding decision sequences are. The redder, the less similar.
under different dimensionality is roughly equivalent 2 and within 4 of 6 problems very close to the global optimum. This indicates that, though the patterns of sequences are not similar when the problem dimensionality changes, the qualities of the decisioning remain insensitive, providing another strong evidence for the effectiveness and the robustness of ODM.
D. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Algorithms
In this sub-section, we compare the performance ODM gave in the previous sections with the performance of the state-of-the-art algorithms to demonstrate the potentials and the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
1) Comprehensive Comparison:
To demonstrate the potentials, on the LSO13 benchmark problems, we compare the performance of ODM with six state-of-the-art algorithms, including MTS [11] , MOS [9] , CSO [23] , CC-CMA-ES [15] , DECC-DG2 [26] and DECC-D [25] . These algorithms are known by their competitive performance on the LSO benchmark problems. This will be a strict test on the capacities of the proposed framework. Under the CEC'2018 official competition standards, we run each of the algorithms 20 times on each test case.
The color indicators, the Friedman rankings and the paired t-test results unanimously show that ODM achieves the best results within the compared algorithms. Furthermore, on 6 test cases, ODM achieved errors at least one order of magnitude lower than all the compared algorithms. Since we do not add any additional components such as restart mechanisms to further enhance the performance, it can be concluded that the potential of the proposed framework ODM is amazingly satisfactory.
2) Scalability Comparison: We also want to check validate the sensitivity of performance to the problem dimensionality, i.e. the scalability of ODM. In this part, we run tests on the scalable LSO08 problems, with the same compared algorithms as the last test. For each of the six problems in LSO08 suite, we make 4 test cases with dimensions 1000, 2500, 5000 and 10000. This makes 24 test cases in total. For each test case, we run each algorithm 20 independent times to gather the mean and standard deviation results and uses the same analyses as before. The results are presented in Table VIII . In 12 out of 24 test cases, ODM achieved the best performance. In terms of Friedman tests, ODM has consistently obtained the best performance. In terms of t-tests, ODM has the second better performance following DECC-D. DECC-D has better performance in the higher dimensions whereas our ODM has better performance within the lower dimensional test cases. Though for the scalability comparison tests we cannot say ODM achieves the best performance unanimously, the potential of the proposed framework is thoroughly demonstrated.
In Fig. 6 , we present the real-time bands of the compared algorithms on f 4 of LSO08 suite. MTS obtains fast convergence in the 1000D test case however exhibits significant deterioration in performance when the problem dimensionality rises. This indicates that the heuristics MTS have articulated has limited scalability. Since there is no free lunch, this is always true for any heuristics. The necessity for articulating more robust heuristics to meta-heuristic frameworks leads to the necessity of friendly interfaces for heuristic articulation in meta-heuristic frameworks, which can be highlighted for ODM.
VI. CONCLUSION, INTROSPECTION & FUTURE WORKS
Out of empirical concerns, this paper formulates a meta-heuristic framework that makes online decisions according to a controller, which decides upon the recent performance of the articulated heuristics. The controller is designed purposely to address the problems of the current LSO meta-heuristic frameworks, with robust interfaces for practical use, simplicity to ensure low-variance performance and theoretically derived guidelines for hyper-parameter tuning. It has shown significance in action decisioning when articulated with heuristics on several benchmark problems, without embedding effective approaches such as restart mechanisms, etc..
Frankly, there are drawbacks of the proposed controller waiting to be addressed. First and foremost, the controller is built upon teh assumption that the state of the Markov process change sufficiently slowly, which is not guaranteed for general problems or implicitly conveys the restriction for the articulated heuristics to be not so costly in-terms of resources. Second, the controller MOS is excluded in this set of test since we cannot satisfactorily reproduce the algorithm or find results of these test cases in the literature.
For each test case, the greener the indicator, the better the performance. The best performance is in bold type and shaded grey.
All Friedman tests satisfy p ≪ 5%. The best ranking is in bold type and shaded grey.
If ODM performs better in terms of t-test results, the corresponding "l/u/g" string is in bold type and shaded grey. itself is a heuristic approach with no theoretical guarantees for the closeness to the optimal decision sequence; Third, the identification of the change point using a constant size sliding window is, though empirically proved effective, oversimplified.
In this paper, we identify the hybrid LSO problems as solving MDPs. Though there are many effective and theoretically backed approaches of solving a single MDP, such as reinforcement learning, in the black-box scenarios, we cannot use them until we can propose a satisfactory approach of transferring the knowledge of one MDP to other problems to achieve better results on other problems, i.e. to properly setup a transfer learning framework. We will focus our future work on the transfer learning setup, which should be built upon effective invariance relations that catches the mutual information of the black-box problems.
